Abstract-The growing consumer demand for mobile video services is one of the key drivers of the evolution of new wireless multimedia solutions requiring exploration of new ways to optimize future wireless networks for video services towards delivering enhanced capacity and quality of experience (QoE). One of these key video enhancing solutions is HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS), which has recently been spreading as a form of internet video delivery and is expected to be deployed more broadly over the next few years. This paper summarizes our proposed capacity and QoE evaluation methodology for HAS services based on the notion of rebuffering percentage as the central indicator of user QoE, and associated empirical data based on simulations conducted over 3GPP LTE networks. Further details on our work can be found in the papers listed in the references.
I. KEY IDEAS AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Adaptive streaming is an increasingly promising method to deliver video to end users allowing enhancements in QoE and network bandwidth efficiency. Adaptive streaming aims to optimize and adapt the video configurations over time in order to deliver the best possible quality video to the user at any given time. Most of the expected broad adoption of adaptive streaming will be driven by new deployments over the existing web infrastructure based on the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), and this kind of streaming is referred here as HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS). HAS follows the pull-based streaming paradigm, where the client plays the central role by carrying the intelligence that drives the video adaptation, i.e., since HTTP is a stateless protocol. Accordingly, the broad deployment of HAS technologies will serve as a major enhancement to (non-adaptive) progressive download methods, allowing for enhanced QoE enabled by intelligent adaptation to different link conditions, device capabilities and content characteristics.
HAS has already been spreading as a form of internet video delivery with the recent deployments of proprietary solutions such as Apple HTTP Live Streaming, Microsoft Smooth Streaming and Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming . In the meantime, standardization of HAS has also made great progress with the recent completion of technical specifications by various standards bodies including Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) and Open IPTV Forum (OIPF).
As a relatively new technology in comparison with traditional push-based adaptive streaming techniques, deployment of HAS services presents new challenges and opportunities for content developers, service providers, network operators and device manufacturers. One of these important challenges is developing evaluation methodologies and performance metrics to accurately assess user QoE for HAS services, and effectively utilizing these metrics for service provisioning and optimizing network adaptation.
Motivated by these goals, we developed a novel QoEbased evaluation methodology for assessing video capacity of HAS services in the context of the 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE) systems in terms of the number of unicast video consumers that can be simultaneously supported for a given target QoE. The QoE metric of interest here is the rebuffering percentage, which is defined as the percentage of the total presentation time in which the user experiences rebuffering due to buffer starvation. It is worth noting here that in a recent study conducted by Conviva, rebuffering has been identified the single most dominating QoE impairment. We define and use the notion of rebuffering percentage to quantify the video service capacity for HAS-based streaming over a HTTP/TCP/IP protocol stack. In particular, our LTE capacity evaluation counts the number of users simultaneously supported via HTTP-based unicast video streaming sessions where the users are "'satisfied"' A cov percentile of the time, with a user being counted as satisfied if and only if the rebuffering percentage in its video streaming session is less than A out .
For our capacity evaluation, we use a dynamic system-level simulator for the LTE air-interface based on a MATLAB-based software platform with detailed abstractions of application, transport, MAC and physical layers (details in [1] - [2] ). Figure  1 shows the LTE unicast video capacities of HTTP-based fixed-rate streaming (i.e., progressive download) and HASbased adaptive streaming, with A cov = 95% and A out = 5% subject to different target peak-to-signal ratio (PSNR) values of 32 dB and 37 dB, respectively. This empirical data clearly demonstrates that HAS-based adaptive streaming allows for supporting a significantly larger number of video users in comparison with HTTP-based progressive download techniques, and finds the QoE-optimal capacity-quality tradeoff. shows the distribution of rebuffering percentage across users with HTTP-based fixed-rate streaming and HAS-based adaptive streaming. The QoE enhancement from adaptive streaming is apparent from the plot in which, with fixed rate streaming over LTE at a target PSNR of 37 dB and only with 20 users in the system, the 95-th percentile value of rebuffering percent is 5% whereas the corresponding value for an LTE system with HAS-based adaptive streaming and twice as load, i.e., with 40 users, is less than 1%. This is an intuitively expected outcome, given the significantly varying link quality among the users in the LTE network, leading to frequent occurrences of rebuffering with HTTP-based progressive download in the absence of any video quality/bitrate adaptation, especially when the network is unable to support the fixed bitrate during moments of low throughput caused by unfavorable link conditions. In contrast, with HAS-based adaptive streaming, each client device can dynamically select the quality/bitrate levels of the fetched videos to ensure continuous playback while also optimizing quality that could be achieved for the given link throughput, and such adaptation capability ensures finding the best possible compromise between high video quality and minimal occurrences of rebuffering events and delivering enhanced QoE to a larger number of LTE clients.
